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To the members of the council and those otherwise involved in the unemployment roundtable, 
please take this as a general summation of comments I intend to make, and if I am unavailable 
due to continuing health concerns, please treat this as my testimony in the entirety.  I am 
hoping to be available for follow up. 
  
Please note as well, these comments will in part address the general issues that the Council has 
decided to focus on of: 

1. Seamlessly transitioning claimants to additional weeks of benefits through 
PEUC and EB. 

2. Clearing the PUA claims and payment backlog. 

  
Firstly, the DOES does not respond promptly, and sometimes does not respond at all, to the 
unemployed claimants who by statute have contributed into the unemployment funds and thus 
should be able to receive unemployment benefits in the case of losing their job, or sometimes 
in the current environment, multiple jobs.  Analysis of the response rate and wait times to the 
stated communication protocols given by the DOES and general executive supervision of DOES 
would be very illuminating for all members of the council - I encourage the council to not just 
look at anecdotal claims, but to provide statistical benchmarks for DOES that Dr. Morris-Hughes 
can measure progress with.  Please note that the DOES unemployment contact number refers 
people to the DOES website due to DOES being unable to answer the quantity of phone calls, 
but the DOES website simultaneously states that the website is unavailable, and should be 
referred to again on the next day, and users afterwards should refer to the number again.  In 
said circumstances the number is unavailable - sometimes with a busy signal that exceeds one 
or more hours, and sometimes simply with an automated disconnect. 
  
In the end, this is used to deny unemployment to those who cannot get through the system.  I 
would encourage the members of the council to try and make an unemployment claim and 
keep track of what value they would place on lost time.   
  
A long process where various government actors are measured in their progress by a low 
unemployment rate encourages people not to actually lower the unemployment rate, but 
instead to lower "reported" unemployment - this is a multistate issue and not unique to 
D.C.  Unemployment claims should not be suppressed in the way that voting rights are often 
suppressed. 
  
The burdens placed on claims are particularly problematic for those with certain 
disabilities.  Inquiries to the DOES regarding accommodations within the ADA are ignored, and 
lead to retaliation, which is particularly easy when the requirements for unemployment involve 



subjective interpretation of ability to work and can result in requests for the expert opinions of 
medical specialists on the ability to work within said time of unemployment.  Please note, those 
with disabilities are already disproportionately affected by unemployment. 
  
On a related note, DOES is most likely to communicate via automated USPS mail.  Why is this 
problematic?  The responses are automated and due to this are often either unclear or simply 
incorrect, but more importantly, the unemployed are most likely to face temporary or 
permanent homelessness.  When the DOES communicates by mail alone they are ignoring one 
of the primary groups that earned benefits are intended to assist.  When DOES 
communicates by email, they do not connect their email contacts to the initial contact, thus 
losing context, sometimes for responses that are weeks late. 
 
To summarize - if we are attempting to transition from one system to another,and to handle 
the various back claims, we need first to address egregious issues in communication, most of 
which could be addressed best by keeping automated systems working well, such as the 
internet claim systems.  Tracking these issues via well crafted metrics is necessary.  On top of 
this, the government should be cognizant of the disproportionate effect of unemployment on 
the disabled and other minority groups and simultaneously recognize how the unemployed are 
disproportionately affected by issues like access to a stable USPS address, continuous computer 
and internet access, and office software and hardware such as scanning hardware for forms. 
  
COVID has stressed the entire system, but this is also a time that the stress shows where we can 
have exponentially positive effects. 
  
Thank you sincerely for having this roundtable. 
  
sincerely, 
George Black, Esq. 
 
 


